Parsing schemata provide a high-level formal description of parsers. These can be used, among others, as an intermediate level of abstraction for deriving the formal correctness of a parser. A parser is correct if it duely implements a parsing schema that is known to be correct.
Introduction
Parsing schemata were introduced in Sik93] as a framework for high-level description of parsing algorithms, both parallel and sequential. A parsing schema abstracts from implementation details of an algorithm like data structures and control structures. A prime application of this framework is the analysis of relations between di erent parsing algorithms by studying formal relations between their underlying parsing schemata. For a concise introduction, see Sik94] .
Here we concentrate on correctness, an aspect of parsing schemata that not been treated very extensively so far. Formal correctness proofs are easier for schemata than for algorithms, simply because there is much less to prove. A general proof method for parsing schemata will be introduced and illustrated with examples.
We do not dwell on implementation details of parsing algorithms, but discuss some general relations between parsing schemata and some wellknown classes of algorithms.
Parsing schemata are informally introduced in Section 2 and formalized in Section 3. While this includes a notion of correctness of a schema, it is not clear how to proceed when one wants to prove a given schema correct. This subject is dealt with in Section 4.
How chart parsers relate to parsing schemata is the subject of Section 5. Parsers based on pushdown automata are treated in Section 6.
In Section 7 we brie y review the relation between context-free parsing and uni cation grammars, which have become the predominant grammar formalism in natural language processing. Conclusions follow in Section 8.
Parsing schemata
We introduce the general idea of a parsing schema by means of a few informal examples. A more rigorous treatment follows in Section 3.
The following conventions apply throughout this article:
A context-free grammar is a 4-tuple G = (N; ; P; S), with N a set of nonterminal symbols, a set of terminal symbols, P a nite set of productions, and S 2 N the start symbol. Furthermore, N \ = ;. We write V for N .
We write A; B; : : : 2 N for nonterminals; a; b; : : : 2 for terminals; X; Y; : : : 2 V for arbitrary variables; ; ; : : : 2 V for strings of arbitrary variables; " for the empty string. The letters i; j; : : : denote nonnegative integers.
We write A! for a production (A; ) in P.
The relation ) on V V is de ned by )
if there are 1 , 2 , A, such that = 1 A 2 , = 1 2 and A! 2 P.
The class of context-free grammars is denoted by CFG. An subclass of CFG is CNF, the class of grammars in Chomsky Normal Form. If G 2 CNF then P contains productions of the form A!BC and A! only.
A very simple parsing algorithm is the socalled CYK algorithm Kas65, You67] , called after Cocke, Younger and Kasami. It is restricted to grammars in Chomsky Normal Form.
Assume that we have some grammar G 2 CNF and a string a 1 : : :a n to be parsed. The CYK algorithm recognizes items A; i; j] that satisfy A ) a i+1 : : :a j .
The canonical way to implement this is to use a triangular matrix T with cells T i;j for all applicable value pairs of i and j. Recognition of an item A; i; j] is denoted by adding A to T i;j . If we have a = a j and A!a 2 P then A can be added to entry T j?1;j . If we have B 2 T i;k , C 2 T k;j and A!BC 2 P then A can be added to T i;j . The CYK algorithm gives an obvious control structure to make sure that all items are recognized that can be recognized.
It is worth noting that the output of the algorithm is not a parse tree, or a collection of parse trees. The output of the CYK algorithm (abstracting from its canonical data structure) is a set of items f A; i; j] j A ) a i+1 : : :a j g:
The string is correct if and only if S; 0; n] is in this set. Moreover, if the string is correct, a parse forest or a particular (e.g. leftmost) parse can be constructed fairly easy from the items in this set. If we have S; 0; n] then there must be B, C, and k such that S!BC 2 P and B; 0; k] and C; k; n] have been recognized as well. So, in a strict sense, CYK is not a parser but a recognizer enhanced with information that facilitates parse tree construction. It is common practice to call this a parser as well, and most parsers discussed in the remainder of this article will be of the same nature.
The way in which the CYK algorithm recognizes items for a given grammar G 2 CNF and string a 1 : : :a n can be denoted by a logical deduction system, called a parsing system.
Example 2.1 (CYK)
Firstly, we de ne a domain of items I CYK = f A; i; j] j A 2 N^0 i < jg: One could restrict I to items with j n, of course, but there are some advantages in choosing the domain of items independent of the given sentence. Secondly, we need a set of so-called hypotheses 1 1 Whether the hypotheses are included in the domain H = f a; i ? 1; i] j a = a i^1 i ng that represent the string. Thirdly, we need inference rules. We specify an inference rule by a set of deduction steps that covers all instances of inferences. A set of inference rules, therefore, can be denoted by the union of corresponding sets of deduction steps. For CYK we de ne: 
As with the domain I, we have not bothered to restrict the deduction steps to items with j n.
The parsing system P CYK for G and a 1 : : :a n is de ned by the triple hI; H; Di.
A parsing schema CYK is a generalization of P CYK to arbitrary strings and arbitrary grammars in CNF. One can see a parsing schema as a function that yields a parsing system for a given grammar and a given string over the alphabet of that grammar.
The CYK algorithm has the disadvantage that it is restricted to grammars in Chomsky Normal Form. A similar algorithm for arbitrary context-free grammars has been discovered by Earley Ear68, Ear70] . Di erent variants of Earley's algorithm exist. First we investigate the one that is closest to CYK, the bottom-up Earley parser.
Example 2.2 (bottom-up Earley) An Earley item has the form A! ; i; j], with A! 2 P. The bottom-up Earley parser recognizes the item set f A! ; i; j] j ) a i+1 : : :a j g for some G 2 CFG and a 1 : : :a n 2 . A recognized item denotes partial recognition of a production. If = ", we have recognized a full production|and hence the left-hand side A, corresponding to A; i; j] in the CYK case. Partially recognized productions can be expanded by \moving the dot rightwards", i.e. recognizing the symbol behind the dot. How to organize this and of items or not does not really matter. It will turn out te be more convenient to de ne a separate set of hypotheses.
store the results does not concern us here. We only specify the domain of items, the hypotheses and the deduction steps. For some grammar G and string a 1 : : :a n we specify a parsing system P buE by 2 I buE = f A! ; i; j] j A! 2 P Figure 1 it is sketched how the complete step produces an item representing a larger partial parse from two known partial parses. Earley's original algorithm is more restrictive in the items it recognizes. It makes use of topdown ltering. That is, the recognition of a production is started only if there is a need to do so. Only if we have an item A! B ; i; j] there is a need to start recognizing a nonterminal B that produces a j+1 : : :a k for some k. Top-down ltering reduces the number of recognized items, but also reduces the possibilities for parallel processing. Earley's algorithm is essentially left-to-right. second part if there are no further constraints on the elements that comprise the set. It should be evident (and it will be formally stated in Section 3.1) that only items are used that relate to productions of the grammar G. Example 2.3 (canonical Earley) The parsing system P Earley for a given contextfree grammar G and string a 1 : : :a n is de ned by The Earley parsing system for G and a 1 : : :a n yields the following set of recognized items: f A! ; i; j] j ) a i+1 : : :a ĵ S ) a 1 : : :a i A for some g:
Parsing systems and parsing schemata are formally introduced in Section 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. Various types of relations between parsing schemata are discussed in 3.3. Section 3.4 reviews the nature of items and introduces a concept of parsing schema correctness.
Parsing systems
De nition 3.1 (parsing system) A parsing system P for some grammar G and string a 1 : : :a n is a triple P= hI; H; Di, in which I is a set of items 3 , called the called the domain or the item set of P;
H is a nite set of items called the hypotheses of P; D } n (H I) I is a set of deduction steps.
Note that H need not be a subset of I. } n in the above de nition denotes the powerset restricted to nite sets. As a more convenient notation for deduction steps, we write 1 ; : : :; k` rather than (f 1 ; : : :; k g; 
We do not make a distinction between semantic validity (usually denoted j = ) and syntactic provability (i.e. H` ).
Parsing schemata
A parsing system has been de ned for a xed grammar and string. In two steps we will extend this to a parsing schema for arbitrary grammmars and strings.
De nition 3.6 (uninstantiated parsing system) An uninstantiated parsing system for a grammar G is triple hI; H; Di with H a function that assigns a set of hypotheses to each string a 1 : : :a n 2 , such that hI; H(a 1 : : :a n ); Di is a parsing system.
A function H that will be used throughout the remainder of this article (unless speci cally stated otherwise) is H(a 1 : : :a n ) = f a; i ? 1; i] j a = a i^1 i ng:
In the sequel we will omit the hypotheses H from the speci cation of a parsing system when the default H(a 1 : : :a n ) applies.
De nition 3.7 (parsing schema)
A parsing schema for some (sub)class of contextfree grammars CG CFG is a function that assigns an uninstantiated parsing system to every grammar G 2 CG.
Schema 3.8 (CHK)
The parsing schema CYK is de ned for any G 2 CNF and for any a 1 : : :a n 2 by CYK(G)(a 1 : : :a n ) = P CYK as in Example 2.1.
Schema 3.9 (buE)
The parsing schema buE is de ned for any G 2 CFG and for any a 1 : : :a n 2 by buE(G)(a 1 : : :a n ) = P buE as in Example 2.2. Schema 3.10 (Earley) The parsing schema Earley is de ned for any G 2 CFG and for any a 1 : : :a n 2 by Earley(G)(a 1 : : :a n ) = P Earley as in Example 2.3.
Relations between parsing
schemata Various types of relations between parsing schemata can be de ned.
A parsing schema P 2 is a re nement of a schema P 1 if single deduction steps in P 1 correspond to sequences of deduction steps in P 2 (and, most likely, P 2 contains additional items for the additional intermediate results); single items in P 1 correspond to multiple items in P 2 .
A parsing schema P 2 is called an extension of a schema P 1 if it is de ned for a larger class of grammars. A generalization is a combination of re nement and extension (in which either relation can be the identity relation).
We will give a simple, informal example. For formal de nitions and a proof of the transitivity of these relations (nontrivial for re nement), see Sik93, SN96] . Secondly, we introduce the remaining Earley items, split each CYK deduction step into the appropriate set of scan and complete steps, and add init steps as in buE.
With the above two simple transformations we have obtained a parsing system P buE for each grammar in CNF and each string. As a trivial third step, we extend the schema to the entire class of context-free grammars.
Re nement means that more deduction steps have to be performed, in order to nd all valid items. This is useful when it leads to a qualitative change in the algorithm. buE is more useful than CYK because it handles a larger class of grammars within the same complexity bounds. For a more mundane quantitative improvement, one can try to reduce the number of deduction steps needed to obtain all valid items. This is called ltering. One can di erentiate between static ltering: deleting irrelevant items and deduction steps; dynamic ltering: adding antecedents (= extra conditions) to deduction steps; step contraction: replacing sequences of steps by single steps.
Again, see Sik93, SN96] for formal de nitions.
Example 3.12 Earley is obtained from buE by applying a (dynamic) lter, as follows. Deduction steps B! ; i; i] are replaced by deduction steps A! B ; h; i]` B! ; i; i], except for the remaining init steps in P Earley .
3.4 Correctness of parsing schemata In order to de ne a notion of correctness, some understanding of the nature of items is needed. We have seen two kinds of items so far, there are other parsing algorithms that involve di erent kinds of items. What, exactly is an item?
An item lists a set of constraints on a (partial or complete) parse tree. Recognition of an Earley item A! ; i; j] means: There is some tree that has a root labelled A with children labelled (concatenated from left to right). Moreover, the nodes labelled are the roots of sub-trees that yield a i+1 : : :a j whereas the nodes labelled are leaves, cf. One way to interpret an item is to identify it with a set of trees, viz., all trees that satisfy the constraints stated in the item. This approach is taken in Sik93]. Pursuing this line of thought, an item set is de ned by a congruence relation on a set of trees with respect to the deduction relation.
A rather more simple approach is to regard an item as a partial speci cation of a tree. We assume that there is some general item speci cation language and that all items used in practical algorithms are (e cient notations for) speci c instances of this speci cation language. We will not further formalize this, because in all practical cases it is abundantly clear what is meant by the various types of items.
Before we de ne correctness, there are two regularity properties on item sets that have to be stated explicitly.
Firstly, we have tacitly assumed that there is a clear separation between nal items, denoting completed parse trees, and intermediate items, denoting partial, not yet completed trees.
It is possible|but admittedly rather arti cal| to contruct mixed items that denote a combination of both types. Consider, for example, a grammar in Chomsky Normal Form that has productions A!SC and A!BC, with S and B not occuring anywhere else in the right-hand side of a production. For the recognition of A, therefore, it is irrelevant whether S; i; j] or B; i; j] has been recognized. So we could replace these two items by a single item (S; B); i; j]. But then we have a problem with the item (S; B); 0; n]. If this item is recognized, it is unclear whether it denotes the existence of a parse tree.
Secondly, we assume that for each parse tree of a sentence, this parse tree conforms to the partial speci cation of some item in I.
De nition 3.13 (semiregularity) 4 A parsing system P = hI; H; Di for a grammar G and string a 1 : : :a n is called semiregular if I
does not contain mixed items and each parse tree of a 1 : : :a n conforms to the speci cation of some item in I. A parsing schema P for a class of grammars CG is semiregular if P(G)(a 1 : : :a n ) is semiregular for all G 2 CG and all a 1 : : :a n 2 .
De nition 3.14 (correct nal items) We write F(P) I for the set of the nal items of a parsing system Pfor a grammar G and a string a 1 : : :a n . A nal item is correct if there is a parse tree for a 1 : : :a n that conforms to the speci cation expressed by this item. We write C(P) F(P) for the set of correct nal items of P.
Example 3.15 ( nal and correct nal items) F(P CYK ) = f S; 0; n]g; C(P CYK ) = f S; 0; n]g if a 1 : : :a n 2 L(G), C(P CYK ) = ; if a 1 : : :a n 6 2 L(G); F(P buE ) = F(P Earley ) = f S! ; 0; n] j S! 2 Pg; C(P buE ) = C(P Earley ) = f S! ; 0; n] j ) a 1 : : :a n g. 4 The notion regularity was introduced in Sik93] for parsing systems and schemata that do not contain inconsistent speci cations, viz. the empty set of items. We do not need the regularity property in this context.
De nition 3.16 (correctness)
A semiregular parsing system Pis sound if F(P)\ V(P) C(P), i.e., all valid nal items are correct. A semiregular parsing system P is complete if F(P) \ V(P) C(P), i.e., all correct nal items are valid A semiregular parsing system is correct if F(P) \ V(P) = C(P), i.e., it is sound and complete. A semiregular parsing schema P is sound/complete/correct for a class of grammar CG if P(G)(a 1 : : :a n ) is sound/complete/correct for all G 2 CG and a 1 : : :a n 2 .
How to show that CYK, buE, and Earley are indeed correct semiregular parsing schemata will be discussed in the next section.
Correctness revisited
We have introduced a formal notion of correctness, following Sik93] in a simpli ed form. We must have such a notion, so as to be able to state that certain useful schemata are formally correct. But in order to prove correctness, however, the notions introduced in Section 3.4 are not of much help. For a given parsing system P, it is generally trivial to identify F(P) and to establish semiregularity of P. Given V(P), furthermore, it generally trivial to establish F(P) \ V(P) = C(P).
The real problem is to establish V(P). In the previous sections we have dodged the issue and tacitly assumed that V(P) is known somehow.
For the given examples this was not entirely untrue, because the algorithms for which we gave schemata are well known from the parsing literature. We will now repair this omission and discuss a general method to establish the contents of V(P). It should be noted that this method it not suitable for automation, because the essential steps require some ingenuity: the criteria for a successful solution are clear, but how to nd a successful solution is not stated.
A proof method
Usually, we start with some educated guess which items are valid and which items are not. The task is to turn this educated guess into a rm proof. This is accomplished as follows.
De ne a set of viable items W I for a parsing system P for some arbitrary G 2 CG and a 1 : : :a n 2 . There is only one right choice: the set V(P) itself. But at this point we only guess what V(P) is. It has to be proven that V(P) = W. V(P) = W follows from the two previous steps. Generalization from parsing systems to parsing schemata is straightforward as usual.
The di culty is the choice of an appropriate dlf . A function d that is guaranteed to be right is d( ) = m if there is a deduction sequence H`m (hence the name \deduction length function"). But it is not at all clear a priori how to do this without using induction in the de nition of d that would lead to a circularity in the proof.
We de ne a dlf in such a way that completeness follows automatically. Then d is a dlf . The soundness of P CYK with respect to W is trivial, hence V(P CYK ) = W. Example 4.4 (V(P buE )) For a parsing system P buE for arbitrary G 2 CFG and a 1 : : :a n 2 we de ne W = f A! ; i; j] j ) a i+1 : : :a j g and a function d by d( A! ; i; j]) = minf + j ? i j ) a i+1 : : :a j g:
Then d is a dlf . Note that we take the minimum in case there are di erent ways to recognize an item. Again, the soundness is trivial, hence V(P buE )) = W.
Earley is correct For the canonical Earley algorithm, represented
by the parsing schema P Earley for an arbitrary grammar G and string a 1 : : :a n , it is not immediately clear how to de ne a dlf . Therefore we examine in some detail how the Earley algorithm proceeds through a sentence. 
? ?
? ? It should be stressed, perhaps, that the analysis of a single example does not play a role in the proof. It serves to make an educated guess for an appropriate dlf ; if we guess right the proof that we did so is generally straightforward. The above case should provide su cient intuition to complete the Earley case.
Example 4.5 (V(P Earley )) For a parsing system P Earley for arbitrary G 2 CFG and a 1 : : :a n 2 we de ne W = f A! ; i; j] j ) a i+1 : : :a ĵ S ) a 1 : : :a i A g:
The soundness of P Earley with respect to W is trivial as usual. For the completeness we de ne a (1) is correct There is a close relation between Earley-type algorithms and LR parsers. This will be discussed in Section 6. An LR(0) parser is in fact an implementation of the parsing schema Earley 6 . We will now introduce a schema that employs lookahead. This constitutes another kind of ltering. Recognition of an item does not need to take place if the next symbol in the string cannot logically follow, given the context of the item. For the sake of convenience, we augment the grammar with an end-of-sentence marker $. and a new start symbol S 0 .
De nition 4.6 (augmented grammar) For each grammar G 2 CFG we de ne an aug- Note that is it possible to exploit the lookahead more e ciently, for example by using a 2 First( Follow(A)), rather than a 2 Follow(B) to lter irrelevant items. Also, one could apply a lter to the scan steps. But the schema has been de ned such that incorporates exactly the same look-ahead that is used in the construction of an SLR(1) parsing table.
Next, we will establish V(P SLR(1) ) with the method introduced above. We de ne a set (ii) for each 2 W there is some 1 : : :
(i) can be veri ed straightforwardly. For a proof of (ii) we do not have to worry about the d-values of the items this time. All deduction sequences in P SLR(1) do exist in P Earley as well. The di erence is that less items are recognized. The point that must be clari ed here, is whether for any 2 W a deduction step 1 ; : : :; k` can be found with all i 2 W. The reader may verify that this follows straightforwardly in all cases. Note that the rightmost condition in B ) + rm C is essential: it prevents derivations of the type B ) + C ) + C in which rewrites to ".
Hence, we have shown that V(P SLR(1) ) = W as de ned above. 2
Other applications
Establishing the correctness of CYK and buE was trivial, but Earley and SLR(1) required some ingenuity. This raises the question how the proposed proof method \scales up" to more complicated schemata that are not generally known to be correct from the parsing literature. Rather more involved examples are given in SA92, Sik93, SA96], where correctness of (parsing schemata for) Left-Corner (LC) and Head-Corner (HC) parsers is established using the same technique. A more detailed treatment of schemata for LC and HC parsers would require a lot of space, hence the interested reader is referred to the cited publications. Finding a deduction length function is not more di cult than the Earley case (for LC and HC it is easier, in fact). An analysis of how a single parse tree is processed by the algorithm suggests an appropriate function d. The schemata LC and HC have di erent kinds of items and more kinds of deduction steps, hence the proof that d is indeed a dlf requires checking quite a large number of di erent cases. But each of these cases is straightforward as in the above examples. In sum, more elaborate parsing schemata require hardly more complicated proofs. We claim that the predictive Head-Corner parser proposed SA92, Sik93, SA96] is the only HC parser that has ever been formally proven correct. Head-Corner parsers do not process a sentence from left to right but start with the \most interesting" parts. In each production some righthand side element is designated as head. Evaluation of a production always starts with evaluation of the head. Head-rst evaluation can speed up the parser when the information known from the head avoids the evaluation of dead ends that would have been explored otherwise. But the fact that the processed part of a sentence is not contiguous burdens the parser with a rather more complicated administration. Other work on Head-Corner parsing can be found in Kay89, SS89, BN93, Mol95, A&a95].
Chart parsers
So far we have only discussed parsing schemata. Although we will not dwell on speci c parsing algorithms in detail, we discuss some general classes of parsing algorithms in this section and the next one.
Parsing schemata are a generalization of chart parsers Kay80, Kay82, Win83] . From the view that has been unfolded in the previous sections, we can see a chart parser as the canonical implementation of a parsing schema.
A chart parser employs two data structures: An agenda, containing items that will be actively used to search for new items that can be recognized, and a chart, storing the items that need no further attention. The general chart parsing algorithm is shown in Figure 5 . An Earley chart parser, for example, is initialized with items a; i ? 1; i] on the chart and S! ; 0; 0] on the agenda. The control structure of the chart parser guarantees that the nal chart, which is reached when the agenda is empty, contains V(P).
It needs no further elaboration that if a parsing schema is correct, then also the chart parser for this schema is correct.
In the most general form a chart parser is not particularly e cient. In order to speed up parsing, the chart and agenda have to be enhanced with data structures that allow e cient searching and storing of relevant items. How this can be done for various kinds of chart parsers is beyond the scope of this article.
Pushdown automata
An important class of parsing algorithms is based on the notion of a Pushdown Automaton (PDA). A fundamental theorem in formal language theory states that the class of languages accepted by (nondeterministic) PDA's is equal to the class of languages generated by context-free languages. While deterministic LR parsers on restricted classes of context-free grammars are particularly e cient, nondeterministic LR parsers (known as generalized LR (GLR) parsers) have been introduced to cover wider classes of grammars, in particular for use in computational linguistics. A general method to handle nondeterministic PDA's in an e cient manner has been given by Lang Lan74]. Generalized LR parsing has attracted more attention in the form of Tomita's algorithm Tom85], based on a graph-structured stack as the data structure to handle the ambiguities that occur during parsing.
Certain classes of grammars cannot be handled by Tomita's algorithm in its original form: cyclic grammars and grammars with hidden leftrecursion 7 . Rekers has improved Tomita's algorithm to handle these grammars as well Rek92]. 
From schemata to PDA's
The question arises how PDA-based algorithms like LR and parsing schemata are related to each other. To that end, we will transform the schema Earley (or, to be precise, an uninstantiated parsing system for some grammar G) to a PDA, and argue that its correctness (in the sense of Section 3.4) is preserved.
We use a somewhat opportunistic de nition of a PDA, that is tuned towards the description of parsers. This is not unusual, however. See, e.g., Oud93] and Ned94] for similar de nitions of PDA's designed to model parsing algorithms. For the sake of brevity we will only consider recognition and not dwell on how the PDA can be augmented to a push-down transducer that yields a parse tree as a side result of recognizing a string.
A PDA is de ned by means of a deduction relation on instantaneous descriptions, also called con gurations. A con guration consists of a stack and the remainder of the input. It is a \snapshot" of a PDA at work. From a given con guration, the PDA may move to another con guration, as laid down in rules that take into account the (top part of the) stack and the (beginning of the) remaining input. We write '; ; : : : 2 I for stacks and parts of stacks. Con gurations are denoted as pairs ('; w) 2 (I ). Deduction rules for con gurations are usually de ned by means of a nite transition table. We will not demand this in the de nition; our rst PDA actually requires an in nite transition table, but this inconvenience will be eliminated in the second PDA. De nition 6.2 (acceptance) Let be a PDA for some grammar G 2 CFG. A string a 1 : : :a n 2 is accepted by if ( 0 ; a 1 : : :a n $)` (' F ; $) for some ' 2 I and F 2 F.
De nition 6.3 ( Earley ) The PDA Earley We have replace the terms scan and complete by shift and reduce, respectively, the latter ones being more usual to describe LR-type parsers. It should be clear how these operations relate to each other. The PDA Earley recognizes the same items for a 1 : : :a n as the parsing schema P Earley .
One of the advantages of restricting the notion of correctness to nal item in Section 3.4 is that we can relate correctness of parsing schemata and pushdown automata straightforwardly. Proposition 6.4 (equivalence of Earley(G) and Earley ) Let Earley the PDA for some grammar G 2 CFG and P Earley the parsing system for G and some string a 1 : : :a n 2 . Then Earley recognizes a 1 : : :a n if and only if C(P Earley ) 6 = ;. Proof. Straightforward. 2
Next, we observe that the position markers in the items in Earley do not have much relevance. Position markers were necessary in a parsing schema, in order to know which part of the sentence an item relates to. But with all the previous items stacked, and the remainder of the sentence given, this information can be discarded.
So we can simplify the PDA. The next PDA, surprisingly, de nes an LL(0) parser (this is elaborated further in, e.g., OS92, Oud93]). The algorithm for the construction of the set of LR(0) items can be found in any textbook on compiler construction, e.g. ASU86] .
There is much more to say about the intricacies of constructing LR-type parsers but this is not the place to do so. An issue that has to be avoided is nontermination. On the|still abstract|level of PDA's this issue does not exist. In an implementation, however, it has to be avoided that a parser gets stuck in an in nite loop. Chart parsers are more robust, because by de nition (cf. Figure 5 ) each item is recognized only once.
6.3 Chart parsers vs. PDA's We have sketched how the uninstantiated parsing system Earley(G) can be transformed into an LR(0) PDA. The transformation is bidirectional. The parsing schema SLR(1) has in fact been derived by an analogous transformation in reverse direction. For other LR-type algorithms, an underlying parsing schema can be derived in similar fashion.
Recalling that chart parsers are in fact canonical implementations of parsing schemata, we have sketched a general relation between these two seemingly di erent parsing paradigms. This does not come as a surprise, though, the close relation between Earley's algorithm and Tomita's algorithm has been known for considerable time and was investigated in detail in Sik91].
Beyond context-free grammars
The parsing schemata framework has been speci ed for context-free grammars, but it can easily be extended to other grammar formalisms as well. Uni cation-based grammars are the predominant class of grammar formalisms in current computational linguistics. The interested reader is referred to Shi86] for a simple introduction and Shi92] and Car92] for a thorough treatment of uni cation logics. Parsing schemata for a simple kind uni cation grammar have been de ned in Sik93]. A parsing schema for a uni cation-based ID/LP grammar is described in Mor95].
Uni cation grammars treat syntactic and semantic information in a uniform manner. One can reduce the role of syntax and consider syntactic category as a feature like any other. Indeed there seems to be a trend that less and less information is stored in the context-free backbone of a grammar|i.e., the cat feature in a feature structure|because various syntactic properties can be expressed more elegantly by other kinds of feature constraints. A typical example is subcategorization of verbs: all verbs have syntactic category verb; constraints on the various kinds of objects that a verb can take are denoted in the subcat feature of the particular verb.
Independently of each other, Nagata Nag92] and Maxwell and Kaplan MK93] have pointed out that this is convenient for writing natural language grammars, but that it has repercussions on parsing e ciency. Context-free parsing is much more e cient than feature structure uni cation. Hence is it not surprising that the experiments reported in Nag92] and MK93] show that the e ciency of uni cation grammar parsing can be increased by retrieving an (implicit) context-free backbone from a uni cation grammar that covers more than just the cat feature and using this context-free part for syntactic analysis.
Therefore, context-free parsing remains to be of importance to natural language analysis.
Conclusions
Parsing schemata provide a general framework for description, analysis and comparison of parsing algorithms, both sequential and parallel. Data structures, control structures and (for parallel algorithms) communication structures are abstracted from. This framework constitutes an intermediate, well-de ned level of abstraction between grammars (de ning what valid parses are) and parsing algorithms (prescribing how to compute these).
Correctness proofs are easier at this level of abstraction, simply because there is less to prove. The correctness of an algorithm can be derived by showing that is a correct implementation of a schema that is known to be correct.
A general method to prove the correctness of a parsing schema has been introduced, and illustrated with various examples. Also, we have shown how parsing schemata are related to two important classes of parsing algorithms, viz., chart parsers and pushdown automata. A chart parser can be regarded as the canonical implementation of some parsing schema. A PDA can be obtained from a parsing schema|and reversed|with a straightforward transformation that preserves the correctness.
